
gx/ix 
Enhanced real-time performance in 
challenging GNSS conditions
When GNSS interuptions are 
inevitable, worsening position 
accuracy doesn’t have to be. 

OxTS’ gx/ix tight-coupling 
technology alleviates the 
impact of partial and complete 
GNSS obstructions on the 
accuracy of your data.

Key features
 / GNSS/inertial tight-coupling 

 / Reduced position drift in 
challenging GNSS conditions

 / Faster RTK reacquisition after 
complete GNSS outage

 / Reduced multi-path errors

 / RTK corrections can be added 
in post-processing
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OxTS gx/ix processing: enhanced performance in real time
Tall buildings, tunnels, dense tree canopies and alike all make for challenging GNSS environments where multi-path, 
GNSS, interuptions and complete outages are common.

You will be able to maintain accurate position in the face of these challenges with gx/ix tight-coupling 
technology equipped on your OxTS inertial navigation system (INS).

Single-satellite aiding 
To compute position, GNSS-only and loosely-coupled 
INS solutions need to track at least four satellites 
consistently. Any fewer and updates will either stop, or 
be computed solely by the IMU with increasing error, 
even if one, two or three satellites are still visible.

With gx/ix, you are able to make use of every visible 
satellite – no matter how few are visible at that moment.

When fewer than four satellites are visible,  
gx/ix blends the remaining signals with the output 
of high-grade IMU to guard against degrading 
accuracy in challenging environments.

RTK inertial relock
When GNSS signals are temporarily completely 
interrupted by bridges and alike, RTK lock is 
lost and the process of reacquiring it must 
typically start from scratch. This can mean 
10 – 20 seconds is spent outside of RTK after 
every interruption, no matter how brief.

With gx/ix, RTK relock time is reduced to around 
five seconds as the inertial measurements 
narrow down the possible solutions, reducing 
the necessary computation time.

When you consider how many GNSS interruptions 
your vehicle can encounter, it’s clear to see the 
difference this makes to the accuracy of the data.OxTS gx/ix uses raw GNSS data to achieve 

an enhanced navigation solution

IMU GNSS

Other aiding 
sources

Acceleration
Angular rate

Pseudo range
Carrier phase
Doppler velocity

Kalman Filter

Enhanced navigation 
solution

Standard gx/ix
No solution 1.7% 0.5%
DGPS 13.8% 4.9%
RTK 84.5% 94.6%
Horizontal 

error RMS
0.12 m 0.03 m

Vertical error 
RMS

0.10 m 0.05 m

For more information, visit
www.oxts.com

Example data


